Employer of the Week

**Standard Offerings**

**Spotlight in the Career Weekly**
- Engineering Career Services sends out a weekly newsletter every Monday titled the "Engineering Career Weekly." Within the newsletter we will be highlighting the Employer of the Week and all of their scheduled engagements so students can plan their schedules accordingly.

**Tabling**
- You will be tabling in a high-traffic location within the engineering building (the Seamans Center). You will want to choose a Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday of that week. We recommend that you bring materials similar to how you would set-up at a career fair with company SWAG or food to help draw students to your table.

**Digital Display Signs**
- Throughout the Seamans Center there are many digital displays that show rotating PowerPoint slides on a loop. We would like to have 1-2 slides highlighting the employer of the week. Please use the provided template to create your slide(s). Suggestions for slide content include highlighting positions, fun facts, trivia, and when you will be tabling or hosting office hours.

**Info Session, Lunch & Learn, Workshop**
- In the Student Development Center, where Engineering Career Services is located, there is a great space to host small workshops, info sessions, or lunch & learn programs during the day (the space is reserved in the evenings for tutoring). We can discuss your needs and what we want this to look if desired.